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Collected here is the current list of the best tricks for butterfly knife or balisong. Click balisong trick names to watch video tutorials on how to make each of them contained in this list! I will constantly add more skills and tutorials from the internet as I find them or they get submitted to me to add to the list. The purpose of this site is to provide a resource that you
can easily use to fast track your abilities from where you skill wise now with spinning knives, to where you are trying to get to. Exploring balisong is hard enough, finding a big G for all the best butterfly knife trick tutorials shouldn't be. Be smart! Use a butterfly trainer knife when you practice to become a master at knife spinning. Coach knives are the same as
the real deal, only without the offensive blade. There is no reason to practice with a sharp period of blade. Especially if you don't know what you're doing. So don't be dingus, this site is not responsible if you decide to use the real thing and cut yourself ... Handling a butterfly knife is fun and cool, cutting yourself not any of these things. With that being said, it's
time to go get after it, these knives aren't going to spin themselves! Interested in buying a real balisong? If you ever decide to buy real balisongs, you know the ones that will slice your finger open, I would like it if you check out the knife shop below. They have excellent quality knives of all types and their selection of genuine butterfly knives for sale is one of
the biggest! They are also located in the United States, so shipping times are awesome if you reside in the US. Thanks for checking the page, it's highly appreciated and I hope this will help you on your way to mastering balisong! Do you want a new knife but don't know how to choose? - Click here to find out what makes the best butterfly knife. Check out this
video for 50 Blades of Grey that sums up five easy learn tricks for beginners. Even if these tricks may be for beginners, mastering them leads to more advanced tricks and combos and will prove to be the main and basis for flipping progression. 1 Use your dominant hand. Start with a closed knife to avoid cutting yourself and complete the trick. You will be
flipping the knife open, so you need to close it to start with. Hold the hand you use when someone hands you something or when you throw the ball. Holding the knife, stick out your hand. 2 Wither your thumb under the catch. Place the knife, along, along the second joint of the fingers. Now curl your hand by placing your thumb right under the catch. Flick up
your thumb against the catch to open it. Make sure to keep not necessarily a strong grip, but solid as it is easy for the knife to fly out of your hand when flipping it fast if you have no practice. Don't crush the knife in the grip, but don't keep it loose either. 3 Turn the catch to your Turn the catch to the right if you're right-handed or left if you're left-handed. 4 Flick
the first blade up, allowing the safe side to hit your fingers. You only need to do a slight tugging of the pinch movement of the back half of the knife against the thumb and fingers, allowing the front half and blade to fall. Now give the flicking movement and let the front half take off and hit the back of your fingers. Knives that are heavier may need more than just
a slight tugging motion, and you will have to turn your hand as you flick it to bring the piece quickly and smoothly. 5 Flick the second blade up. Remove all but the index finger from the knife as it moves up, holding them straight. The front part will take off and hit the index finger. Now it's the back. If you do it wrong when you flip it closed, the blade half will hit
the back of your index finger. It is recommended to practice with boring. Once you get good at it, sharpen the knife. 6 Repeatedly twist your fingers, holding the back in place. Remove the index finger from the top and re-enable the latch with your thumb. Repeat shaking the motions in practice. Add a new question I'm about 12, am I too young to do it? Of
course not! There are training knives out there that use the same mechanism as a butterfly knife but have an unsharpened blade. If you try it with a conventional blade, please be careful. The question is Can I cut myself off doing this? You have to start slowly by moving the blade back and forth first, so you can check if the grip is tight enough. I hurt myself,
but I didn't cut myself. The handles do hurt a lot when you flip hard and fast though. The question is Where can I buy a butterfly knife? Chances are you will find them in 'army' shops and places where you can find security clothes. The question is balisong and butterfly knife the same? Yes. Balisong is just another name for it. The question is, can I cut yourself
with a fake knife? yes, you can cut yourself with a fake knife if it's sharp enough. The question is Can I do these tricks with a fake knife, which is sharp? Yes, if you know what you're doing. If not, you can put the camouflage tape on the sharp edge of the blade so you don't cut your hand. The question is, how can I turn a butterfly knife over without hitting my
hand? To avoid getting into the hand, you need to do the trick very quickly. You will be able to do this after some practice. The question will I be arrested if I buy one in the United States? No, although some states prohibit you from buying one. If you have one, it's not a good idea to carry it with you. The question would be useful to use said tricks to protect if I
am attacked? Not really. Butterfly knives are not ideal for self-defense. The question is, where would I like to get one in Australia? I'm sure if you were looking: Butterfly knife for sale next to me a lot of options will come! Show more answers Ask a question This article was our trained team of editors and researchers who for accuracy and completeness. The
wikiHow content management team closely monitors the work of our editorial board to ensure that each article is backed up by reliable research and meets our high quality standards. This article has been viewed 273,849 times. Co-authors: 27 Updated: September 25, 2020 Views: 273,849 Category: Cooking Knives and Blades tricks with Objects Printed
send a fan mail to the authors Thank you to all authors for creating the page, which has been read 273,849 times. Good tutorial! I recommend using a butterfly trainer/balisong knife, so you avoid any cut fingers. You can also wrap the tape around the blade to soften the blows on your fingers. ... more Since I am completely blind, a text that explained how what
helped me. There I go, 5 minutes, then I can flip it. Just a basic flip helped me a lot! Share your story you've probably read our previous articles about Top 10 Balisong trainers and how to save your Balisong and now you want to learn tricks! If you haven't checked the other two articles, you should! Without further delay, here are 20 simple and necessary
Balisong tricks that everyone can learn! Special thanks to Big Flips, Knifiac and 50 Blades of Grey on YouTube for video tutorials on these tricks, go check them out! Always remember tricks take time and practice no matter how easy, but with some patience, you'll be flipping and flipping at the right time! IMPORTANT TIP: Turn your wrist over more than your
hand. It will be less tiring and will avoid injuries more often, plus, your tricks will be more fluid. Happy learning! 1. Basic opens Starting with simple, basic discovers the easiest way to open your new Balisong with ease. All you need is a little knowledge on which to handle your safe or bite handle (safe or sharp side) and you will discover your Balisong like a
professional! 2. The main reverse reveals the same story as the main one opens, it's the simplest holes, but in reverse or icepick grip. They are also needed to learn and they look cool to do! Similarly, all you need is knowing which handle is safe or bite pen. 3. Fan Here's a good trick that's just done with the bat! You can make a fan with any safe or bite
handle, and this is a tutorial trick from the start. 4. Double deployment So, it may look like a major opening, but the difference is that this trick doesn't end anywhere. Double deployment is used to flow into other tricks, it's a trick that everyone should know. It only uses a secure handle, so make sure you remember which pen you are on before you start the
trick. 5. Fast, as the name suggests, kvikvrising is the fastest way to open your balisong. This is commonly used when demonstrating or displaying a butterfly knife. This trick can be done either on or a safe pen. 6. Y2K (Thumb Rollover) Now it becomes exciting, Y2K tipping over the thumb is a flashy looking trick and very often used one on this one. This is
essential for in more complex tricks such as Helix, which we will cover later in this list! Y2K starts on the bite handle, not on a secure handle. 7. Icepick spin Icepick spin is a very satisfying trick to do and makes you look cool while doing so. This is a fun way to go from normal grip to Icepick grip with a little more in between. The Icepick spin starts on a safe
handle rather than a bite handle. 8. Tabletop Tabletop is a strange trick, but a lot of fun to do. He lands an open Balisong on the back of his hand like a table, hence the name. It's a fun trick to finish a combo with or just fidget with. 9. Rollover Next Index, Rollover Index. This is a very important trick to learn as it both teaches more tipping, and it can also be
used as a closing. The handle doesn't matter for this trick. 10. The Wrist Pass Wrist Pass may seem boring, but it's one of the most important tricks for Flipper Balisong to know. This will teach you how to avoid the blade touching your hand and fingers, finishing the trick on the bite handle. The Wrist Pass is done on the bite handle. 11. Road to Nowhere Is
another trick that looks simple and boring but can be used as a big looking closer for your combo. The best part is that it's basically Y2K, but it closes, which means it should be pretty easy to learn. The handle doesn't matter for this trick. 12. zen rollover I know you may be confused. It looks exactly like Y2K tipping, however, unlike the Y2K zen rollover starts
on a secure handle and ends on the bite handle. It also ends on the Wrist Pass, which you should have known by now. This is a great trick to practice the Wrist Pass as well as fit into the combo. If you need more explanations, Big Flips has a well made video explaining the difference here. 13. The main aerial here come the thrill! Now you get to start on aerial
stunts by getting the butterfly knife to fly in the air. Basic air is a lot of fun, but can be hard to know for two reasons. The first reason is indecision or fear when using a live blade. This can only be overcome with practice to gain confidence. The second reason is time. This trick is all about timing to catch correctly, which will become a muscle memory. The
handle doesn't matter for this trick. 14. Icepick Air Just like its twin, Major Air, Icepick Air is another air, but this time it ends in an icy grip. Also, just like basic air, Icepick Air is all about learning timing and getting it into your muscle memory. The handle doesn't matter for this trick. 15. Chaplin Chaplins are addictive and very often used by almost every flipper at
some point. Very important advice for Chaplin, knowing which pen you are on, and using your wrist more than a hand for Using your wrist allows for fewer rotations for greater stability. The handle doesn't matter for this trick. 16. Y3K Y3K You know how to do the rollover of 2000 and you know how to Chaplin. So why not put them together? Y3K is a smooth
little combo dating back to 2000 in Chaplin. You can get your first taste of what flowing tricks together feels like with this. This trick starts on the bite handle. 17. Knuckleduster Knuckleduster is a quick air trick that looks great when taken off. The knife revolves around your hand while you do the air and it flows nicely into any other tricks after. Important note:
This trick can be done on any handle, however if you start on a secure handle you will need to know how your wrist will go. 18. Helix Is a step forward in more flashy and challenging stunts. Helix is a very fun trick, but it can be tricky to learn. Helix uses Y2K or zen rollover to start the trick, depending on which pen it starts. An important tip for performing Helix
flowing tricks is by tying your fingers together. It may be a little hard at first, but once you learn it, Helix will be your new favorite trick! This trick can be done on any handle. 19. For 8 ball for 8 ball another good step forward in the world of more complex tricks. Transferring movement between rollovers may seem difficult, but this trick is all about practice,
practice and more practice. This trick is a very flowy trick and can make you feel like a professional once you get it down. This trick starts with a safe handle and should be finished with a wrist pass. 20. Cherrypicker last, but certainly not least, Cherrypicker is a very satisfying trick to pull off and is the most flow-based trick on this list. Cherrypicker can be stuck
in or out of tricks and is commonly used in combos. He uses very different moves to other tricks on this list. It will take practice and I recommend studying it slowly. This trick uses either a bite handle or a secure handle, but will need a wrist pass if done on a bite handle. In conclusion, these 20 tricks will help step you into the world of butterfly knife flipping and
will keep you hooked! The next step is to learn how combo tricks such as 8 ball in Helix. There are many, many more tricks to find out, links and tutorial pages will be linked below to help you find more tricks! Tips and tricks - If you are learning with a live blade, it is recommended to tape the blade using an electric or tape artist to hide the edge while learning. -
Patience is key with learning any trick and failing is common. -Try to get the trick down smoothly and consistently before moving on to the next one. Training sources for Easy Balisong Tricks Anyone can find out: Instagram @butterfly_knife_tutorials YouTube
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